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Abstract

Due to the adverse psychological and social effects of crime-related

feelings of unsafety, the Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice (MSJ) re-

searches these feelings with the yearly population-wide survey ’Veilighei-

dsmonitor’ (safety monitor). In this project, we suggest a method to use

social media data as an additional real-time information source which

represents a new approach in the MSJ By measuring the relative amount

of crime-related content over time as a proxy for feelings of unsafety,

the results depict a clear increase of that content through recent years

together with a strong association with crime-related real-world events.

This method is a basis for future research toward real-time safety moni-

toring instruments.

Keywords: Social media monitoring; Fear of crime; Veiligheidsmonitor;

Feelings of unsafety; Data mining
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1 Introduction

Crime-related feelings of unsafety and the fear of crime are negatively associ-

ated with people’s mental well-being, health, and attendance of social events

(Chandola, 2001; Stafford et al., 2007). Given the societal-level negative im-

pact of these feelings, the topic has received broad attention by researchers and

institutes of various disciplines in recent decades (Warr 1980; Hale 1996; Sacco

2005). Among the researching institutes is the Dutch Ministry of Security and

Justice (MSJ). In order to investigate population-level feelings of unsafety, the

MSJ and the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics conduct a nationwide survey

called ”Veiligheidsmonitor” (VM) (English: safety monitor) every year (CBS,

2015). This paper-based questionnaire is addressed to Dutch citizens older than

15 years and is intended to measure both the actual prevalence of crime-related

victimization and the fear of potential victimization in the Dutch population.

Thereby, the VM constitutes the basis for data-based policy making concerning

Dutch citizens’ feelings of unsafety.

Given that in the VM of 2015 a considerable proportion of Dutch citizens

indicated that they felt unsafe sometimes (18%) or oftentimes (2%) throughout

the year (CBS, 2015), there is a high need for understanding the dynamics of

these feelings, as well as their potential causes. The VM unsafety scores can be

linked with various measured variables, such as respondents’ background infor-

mation which is a considerable strength of this instrument. However, the VM

is conducted only once per year and is therefore unable to capture variations of

feelings of unsafety over time. This makes an explanatory linkage of unsafety

scores with other variables and especially with real-world events impossible.

Furthermore, the VM questions are retrospective in nature and provide reliable

information about people’s feelings of unsafety only under the assumption of

unbiased information recall in respondents. This assumption is unlikely to hold,

given the discrepancy between actual human experiences and their retrospective

recall of them (Kahneman & Riis, 2005). Hence, additional real-time informa-
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tion sources that capture temporal variations of people’s feelings of unsafety are

desirable.

Before presenting potential additional information sources, the operational-

ization of feelings of unsafety in this project will be discussed. The concept is

theoretically very broad and no universal framework about crime-related feel-

ings of unsafety exists (Hale, 1996; Rader, 2004; Sacco, 2005). However, the

majority of criminology researchers agree that risk perception, namely the per-

ceived probability to fall victim to a crime, is a crucial part of the concept (Hale,

1996; Eitle & Taylor, 2008). Some researchers even suggest a logically appeal-

ing causal relationship with fear of crime being a consequence of risk perception

(Warr 1994; Ferraro, 1995). Based on the aforementioned findings and theory,

as well as on the questions about feelings of unsafety in the VM, the subjectively

perceived frequency of crimes serves as the operationalization of crime-related

feelings of unsafety in this study.

A factor that correlates strongly with people’s perceived risk of crime are

the mass media. Many studies show a positive association between the extent of

media coverage about crimes and public perceptions of crime frequencies (Innes,

2004; Jackson 2005; Beale, 2007). This association is not limited to people’s

perception, but manifests itself on the behavioral level as well. For instance,

Moore (2014) discusses the phenomenon that people with increased levels of fear

of crime also consume more criminal media content. The behavior of actively

seeking crime-related content is particularly facilitated by the internet. Most

news stations share the content of their print newspapers and television channels

online via websites and social media platforms (Moore, 2014). Thus, internet

users can select their own crime-related content and are able to react to it via

social media channels. Therefore, social media data contain information about

both the amount of crime-related news as published by news stations, as well

as user-generated reactions and opinions concerning that content which, based

on the discussed theory, is related to users’ feelings of unsafety.

Meanwhile, social media data contain near population-level information with
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70% of the Dutch people older than 12 years using at least one of the available

channels on a daily basis (Stat. Neth., 2013). The constant generation of data

by these users allows for real-time monitoring of their online behavior which

has been shown to correlate strongly with a large variety of phenomena, such as

consumer confidence (Daas & Puts, 2014), political opinions (O’Connor et al.,

2010), and stock market developments (Rao & Srivastava, 2012). Concerning

internet users’ feelings, Dodds et al. (2011) started a pioneering project by mea-

suring societal-level happiness as a function of the sentiment of user-generated

Twitter posts. By linking the peaks of their hedonometrics happiness time se-

ries to real-world events, a substantial association became visible. For instance,

a positive happiness peak is present on Christmas Day and a negative peak on

the day of the Paris terrorist attacks on November 13, 2015. The association

between people’s social media behavior and real-world events is crucial, since it

represents a step towards explanatory approaches of that behavior.

The association between crime-related media content and feelings of un-

safety, together with the successfully established association of social media data

with other social phenomena and real-world events, pose the research question:

How can we construct a real-time index of the relative amount of crime-

related social media content as a proxy for feelings of unsafety and reliably iden-

tify high-impact crime-related real-word events?

Based on the discussed theory, it is expected that high-impact crime-related

real-world events are associated with broad (social) media coverage by news

stations and an increased amount of user-generated criminal content. Conse-

quently, the index of feelings of unsafety as a function of criminal content should

peak on dates of relevant criminal events. Besides these theoretical considera-

tions, the identification of high-impact criminal real-world events is of practical

interest for the Dutch MSJ, since it allows for investigation of social media users’

behavior on the corresponding dates in more detail. For instance, the length

of user discussions about certain events could be an indicator for the impact

which the event has on people’s risk perception over time. Hence, our objec-
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tive is to construct a time series that displays an indication of crime-related

social media content over time, namely from January 2012 until March 2016.

With respect to the identification of safety-related real-world events, the index

is expected to peak exclusively on dates where high-impact crime-related events

indeed occurred.

2 Approach

In order to answer the research question, two approaches to measure the amount

of crime-related social media content are proposed. In the two approaches, the

number of crime-related texts and crime-related words over time are estimated,

respectively.

2.1 Coosto API

The company Coosto provided the social media text data for the current project

which originated from Twitter, Facebook, news channels, blogs, forums, Insta-

gram, Hyves, YouTube, Blendle, Google+, Pinterest, TV channels, LinkedIn,

radio channels, Appstore, and Flickr (Coosto, 2016). For the text-level approach

to estimate the amount of crime-related social media content, the company’s

API was used. Here, the user can apply SQL-like search queries consisting of

at least one term or symbol, according to which Coosto’s search engine displays

the social media texts that contain at least one instance of the search terms

or symbols. Furthermore, a time period can be chosen to show the results of

a user-defined interval. Additionally, text sentiment (negative, neutral, or pos-

itive), trending topics, and descriptive statistics about the search results are

available. From this API, social media meta data, such as the number of texts

per day corresponding to a given search query, can be downloaded in various

formats for further analysis on a local machine.
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2.2 First approach: text counts

The following search queries were designed to estimate the total number of social

media texts, the total number of crime-related texts, and the total number of

texts containing specific single crime-related words per day. In order to estimate

the total number of texts as provided by Coosto, a proxy consisting of the Dutch

definite articles ’de’ and ’het’, as well as the indefinite article ’een’ plus a full

stop (’.’), a comma (’,’), and a dash (’-’) was used, since the Coosto API requires

input to return results. Thus, the total amount of texts was estimated as the

number of texts containing at least one of the aforementioned words or symbols.

The query to estimate the total number of crime-related social media texts was

designed based on the word lists ’Crime’ and ’Police and Law Enforcement’

retrieved from MyVocabulary.com (MyVocabulary, 2015). Researchers of the

MSJ translated these two lists to Dutch and subsequently chose 140 crime-

related words from them. Word choice was based on their relation to questions

in the VM and to topic-related interests of the MSJ. Finally, for each of the 140

crime-related words, a separate search query was run. Per word, the number

of texts containing that word was obtained per day. Search terms followed by

an asterisk yield texts that contain the word itself and the word followed by

any additional suffixes (e.g. the search term ’veilig*’ (English: safe) yields texts

containing ’veilig’, ’veilige’, ’veiligheid’ etc.) which were treated as representing

one word in subsequent data analysis.

We downloaded the meta data of the aforementioned search queries in an

.xlsx format which resulted in a 1536 x 140 table with dates (1/1/2012 - 3/15/2016)

constituting the rows and 140 crime-related words as columns. Each cell of the

table represents the number of social media texts corresponding to a particular

word and day.
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2.3 Second approach: word counts

For the word-level approach of estimating the amount of criminal social media

content, Coosto provided us with their complete raw social media texts on an

external hard drive, where each text contained at least one of the 140 used

crime-related words for the period from 1 January 2012 until 15 March 2016.

With a self-developed R script a word-date matrix was synthesized with each

cell representing the number of times a particular word was mentioned across all

analyzed social media channels on a given date. Due to the enormous amount of

text data exceeding 60GB and incompatibility problems of the file format with

the used software, only 536 days could be analyzed. For these 536 days, the cor-

relations between the text-count and word-count of the twelve most frequently

mentioned words (based on the word-count results) are calculated. Since no

substantial differences are expected between the results of the two suggested

approaches, the correlation test is conducted to test this expectation.

2.4 Data analysis

The data preparation and analysis discussed here concerns the text-count ap-

proach. Data processing and analysis was done in the statistical programming

environment R (R Core Team, 2014) and in Microsoft Excel 2013. Words that

were mentioned less than 50 times per day during the period of interest were

excluded to simplify the analysis and due to a lack of reliable information orig-

inating from the corresponding counts. Subsequently, words that had the same

word stem (e.g. ’aanranding’ and ’aanranden’; English: ’assault’) were added

together and treated as one word in data analysis. After removing scarce words

and adding similar words together, a total of 93 crime-related words remained.

Since the number of crime-related social media words per day is only mean-

ingful in relation to that of other days, the estimated total number of all social

media texts is a potential confounding variable. For instance, one factor related

to a growing number of social media posts over time is a growing number of
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users. In order to make sure that a high number of criminal social media texts

is not just due to a higher general user activity on a given day, the counts of

texts for specific crime-related words are transformed as

weightedi(wj) =
counti(wj)

Ti
∗
∑N

i=1 Ti

N
(1)

where the weighted count of the jth word w on day i becomes the original

count divided by the estimated total of all social media texts on the ith day Ti

and multiplied by the mean number of social media posts over the whole time

period, where i runs from 1 to 1536 which represents the number of days from

1 January 2012 until 15 March 2016.

In order to construct the weighted dependent variable (DV), namely the

amount of crime-related social media content over time, the sum over the

weighted text-counts of all 93 crime-related words was taken per day and consti-

tuted the total crime score. This way, a high DV score on a given day indicates

a relatively high number of social media texts that contain at least one of the

93 criminal words.

To further investigation of potential deviant DV scores, such as determining

which topics are the most prevalent in social media discussions on a given date,

eight content-based topic clusters were constructed as the sum of the text-counts

of content-related criminal words. The clusters’ names are ’terreur’ (English:

’terror’), ’asiel’ (English: ’asylum’), ’politie’ (English: ’police’), ’zeden’ (English:

’morality’), ’crimineel’ (English: ’criminal’), ’dood’ (English: ’death’), ’overlast’

(English: ’bother’), and ’overig’ (English: ’remaining’). Content-relatedness of

cluster words was determined by expert researchers of the MSJ.

For ease of score interpretation, all weighted word counts, cluster counts, and

DV counts were standardized. Two ways of standardization resulting in different

data sets were applied to answer two different aspects of the research question.

In order to inspect the overall development of the weighted crime-related social

media content over time, the mean of the scores of all observed dates was used
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for standardization. Since changes of word usage, as well as possible trends in

the DV over the period of more than four years pose a threat to outlier detection

based on only one overall mean, the second way of standardization we applied

was to calculate the z-scores separately for each half year from 1 January 2012

to 15 March 2016, resulting in eight baseline means. This approach is especially

useful for the detection of anomalies in the time series when a trend is present

in the data, since this would bias outlier detection toward one half of the time

series.

With the standardized weighted DV controlled for trends, the 50 highest

z-scores and their corresponding dates were investigated in more detail. For

each of these dates, the predominant topic cluster was determined by selecting

the cluster with the highest z-score on that particular date. Furthermore, for

each of the 50 dates, the twelve most frequently used crime-related words were

determined with the goal to better identify the real-world event that had the

highest impact on the deviant DV score of a given day. A second way to identify

the decisive real-world event for an outlier date was to look at the overall word

usage in social media texts corresponding to our query in Coosto’s API, where

the most frequently used words are presented in a word cloud. Finally, the

most important sources of articles in social media corresponding to the most

frequent words are provided in the API and served as another means to identify

the high-impact real-world events.

3 Results

The first performed query was run to estimate the number of crime-related

social media texts over time. Querying the complete list of 140 crime-related

words resulted in approximately 83.1 million social media texts, where each text

contained at least one of the words. The majority of the queried results origi-

nated from Twitter (56.98%), Facebook (18.22%), and news channels (14.72%),

with the remaining texts coming from the other aforementioned social media
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channels.

In the upper half of figure 1, the weighted amount of crime-related social

media content over time can be seen. Clearly, a positive trend exists over the

past for years which means that the relative number of texts containing crime-

related words in social media channels increased constantly over time. Scores

in this time series were standardized based on the overall mean score across

all dates. The bottom time series of the figure depicts the same text counts

with a separate standardization for every 6 months. Thus, outlier dates with

an unusually high number of crime-related texts were identified by comparing

text counts within one half year with the mean of the respective semester.

Based on the bottom time series of figure 1, we identified the 50 highest

z-scores, their corresponding dates, and the ten relatively most frequently men-

tioned crime words. For illustration purposes, the results shown in table 1 are

limited to the outlier dates together with their respective z-scores, events, and

the single most frequent crime-related term. The highest z-score of all outlier

dates corresponds to 11 November, 2015 which was one day after the latest

terrorist attacks in Paris. Correspondingly, the term ’Doden’ (English: to kill)

with a z-score of 9.34 was mentioned far more often in social media texts than

on average during the second half of 2015. All other depicted results are to be

read accordingly. Some events are mentioned more than once which corresponds

to the fact that these were the most influential trending topics for several days

in crime-related social media texts.

In figure 2 an illustration of the use of topic cluster text counts is given.

Words related to the topic of refugees and asylum were mentioned in social media

texts unusually often during the final months of 2015 which corresponds to the

beginning of the so-called European ’refugee crisis’. One of the 50 identified

outlier dates, namely 10 October 2015, coincides with the highest z-score of the

asylum cluster, respectively. Newspaper articles and user-generated trending

topics show that a refugee camp in the Dutch city Woerden was stormed on

that day and unsurprisingly, the highest contribution to the weighted total of
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crime-related texts was due to the asylum cluster. This example shows that the

topic clusters can be a useful tool to better understand the peaks in the overall

DV score.

A correlation matrix of the text counts and word counts of the twelve most

frequently used crime-related words (frequency as measured by the text-count

approach) is given in figure 3. The mean correlation between word counts and

text counts for these terms is .87 which supports the hypothesis that no relevant

difference between the results of the two approaches exists.

4 Discussion

The research question in this project was how we can construct a real-time

index of crime-related social media content over time as a proxy for feelings

of unsafety and reliably identify high-impact crime-related real-world events.

In order to obtain a measure of the amount of criminal social media content,

two approaches, namely text counting and word counting, were realized and

compared for the period of 1 January 2012 until 15 March 2016. All used

data, as well as instruments to query that data were provided by Coosto and

their API. The dates with the highest amount of crime-related content and the

corresponding real-world events were identified.

There was no substantial difference between the word-counting and text-

counting concerning criminal social media content. This also makes sense from a

substantive point of view. Given that most user-generated social media texts are

rather short (e.g. Tweets with a maximum of 140 characters), it is not feasible

to mention one and the same word several times in one post. Furthermore,

the obtained measures in this project are aggregated over millions of users and

social media texts which nullifies the difference between an absolute count of

crime-related words within a single text and summing up the texts themselves.

The results depict a clear increase of the relative amount of crime-related

social media content over time. This means that online users produced and
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shared increasing numbers of texts with crime-related content over the last four

years. According to the discussed theoretical framework, this finding entails

that people’s feelings of unsafety must have increased over time. However,

this trend is not in line with the aggregated unsafety scores of the VM which

stayed constant through recent years (CBS, 2015). There are several possible

explanations for the discrepancy between the aggregated VM results of the last

four years and the results obtained in this study which will be discussed in the

subsequent sections.

First, it is possible that the VM and our index do not measure the same con-

struct. In the VM, people are explicitly asked about their feelings of unsafety in

retrospection, whereas the social media monitoring realized here indicates the

amount of consumption and generation of crime-related content directly. Thus,

the different explicit and implicit operationalizations are a potential source or

the aggregated results’ discrepancy. Second, assuming the measured construct

is identical in the two measures, the VM method has respondents recall past

information over a period of a year, whereas our approach measures their be-

havior on a much smaller temporal scale. Hence, potentially biased memories

pose a thread to the measurement validity of the VM. Third, in both methods

it is likely that more than just feelings of unsafety are measured and that a

direct comparison between the scores is not meaningful. Finally, demographic

differences between social media users and respondents of the VM could partly

explain different measures. For instance, elderly people are less likely to be rep-

resented among social media users, whereas they form a relatively larger group

in the VM survey.

Since further research is needed to clarify the content and construct validity

of both the VM questions, as well as the suggested approach here, the focus will

be on the identification of crime-related real-world events here. Clearly, there

is a strong association between high-impact criminal events and social media

users’ behavior. All detected outliers (i.e. the 50 highest z-scores of the DV)

correspond to crime-related real-world events. Thus, it is safe to assume that
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the proposed index does indeed detect crime-related phenomena. An interesting

question for follow-up research is to find relevant real-world events that are not

identified by the index and thereby research the sensitivity of the instrument.

Furthermore, by investigating the duration of unusually high crime-related social

media activity, people’s way of processing high-impact crime events could be

better understood. From a theoretical point of view, understanding crime-

related events that do not lead to feelings of unsafety is a relevant question.

For instance, Sacco (2005) discusses different levels of fear of crime that lead to

varying emotional outcomes in people.

Another way to increase the construct validity of the proposed measurement

of feelings of unsafety is to combine our approach with the word-rating approach

as used by Dodds et al. (2011), among others. These researchers had an online

crowd rate frequent terms related to happiness on a 9-point likert scale and

used the obtained mean ratings per word as weighting factors. This way, word

frequencies and corresponding word ratings can be combined to which yields

less biased results. Another promising topic for future research in the field

of crime-related feelings of unsafety and related big data opportunities, is to

research phenomena more locally and within population segments. Criminal

events are sometimes of a local nature and not captured in mass media on a

national level. Furthermore, some events might only be relevant for a particular

group of people. Thus, zooming in on potential interactions between variables

of interest can improve the explanatory value of results.

Concerning potential applications of the obtained results and future work

on the topic, data-based policy making comes to mind. By knowing what topics

are relevant for people’s feelings of unsafety, policy makers could better fore-

see future developments of these feelings as soon as the type and place of an

event is known. Furthermore, by real-time monitoring user activity with re-

spect to crime-related events, public fear of these events could be reduced by

taking appropriate steps to inform people about relevant happenings. On a

fundamental level, it is an interesting question whether feelings of unsafety in
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the population are associated or influenced by phenomena that are generally

not perceived as important for their explanation, such as the weather. By cor-

relating population-level unsafety scores with other variables of interest, these

feelings and their development over time could be better understood which could

lead to better adaption to their workings and consequences.

The proposed method in this study provides a baseline instrument for fu-

ture research with a focus on understanding causal relationships between crime-

related social media content, criminal real-world events, and people’s feelings of

unsafety. In order to understand the phenomenon of feelings of unsafety on an

individual level, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) as discussed by Ka-

pardis and Farrington (2016) can provide a useful tool. By analyzing the exact

word usage of individual social media users and linking the resulting language

profiles to other measured variables, such as the scores of the VM, measured

texts in social media of individuals can be analyzed with much greater detail.

Also on an aggregate level, word and sentence patterns on days of high criminal

impact differ from those of other days. The ten most frequent words measured

per outlier date in this study show a first step toward this approach that can

reach much higher explanatory value when analyzed for users individually.

Given the exponential increase of user-generated content online, and espe-

cially in social networks, the potential to monitor a wide range of social phe-

nomena and link them to real-world events will grow correspondingly. Digital

technologies are present in almost every situation in current everyday life and

the produced mass data associated with this development provide researchers,

as well as policy makers, with new possibilities to create value out of the in-

formation hided within these data over a vast number of domains. Therefore,

developments and implementations in the area of social media data mining can

contribute to enhance the quality of data-based decision making to a crucial

extent.
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6 Appendix

Figure 1: Standardized weighted total amount of crime-related social media
content (original and de-trended)
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Figure 2: Standardized weighted total (original) and scores for cluster ’asylum’
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Figure 3: Correlation matrix of ten most frequent terms for text-counting and
word-counting approach

Correlations

Bedreig Bom Doden Drugs Gestolen Mishandel Moord Ongeval Overval Politie Slachtoffer Terrorisme

Bedreig Pearson Correlation,965** ,249** ,228** 0.021 ,390** ,195** ,262** ,505** ,159** ,522** ,514** ,451**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.648 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Bom Pearson Correlation,259** ,782** ,538** 0.017 ,221** 0.062 ,118** ,305** 0.033 ,276** ,431** ,326**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.71 0 0.169 0.009 0 0.47 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Doden Pearson Correlation,238** ,388** ,964** 0.005 ,206** 0.012 ,145** ,432** -0.021 ,298** ,537** ,511**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.915 0 0.785 0.001 0 0.643 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Drugs Pearson Correlation0.079 -0.004 0.046 ,941** 0.067 ,123** 0.024 ,092* -0.009 ,195** ,131** -0.034

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.081 0.93 0.314 0 0.138 0.007 0.6 0.042 0.836 0 0.004 0.45

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Gestolen Pearson Correlation,381** ,246** ,201** 0.027 ,973** ,174** ,137** ,438** ,162** ,481** ,513** ,344**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.546 0 0 0.002 0 0 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Mishandel Pearson Correlation,247** 0.064 0.031 0.088 ,196** ,958** ,126** ,251** ,093* ,268** ,304** ,139**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.157 0.497 0.051 0 0 0.005 0 0.04 0 0 0.002

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Moord Pearson Correlation,267** ,090* ,249** -0.015 ,116* ,099* ,801** ,213** ,124** ,317** ,324** ,379**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.047 0 0.74 0.01 0.029 0 0 0.006 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Ongeval Pearson Correlation,504** ,317** ,482** 0.01 ,418** ,191** ,208** ,967** 0.069 ,518** ,643** ,587**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.833 0 0 0 0 0.128 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Overval Pearson Correlation,198** -0.006 -0.019 0.075 ,174** ,097* ,203** 0.085 ,935** ,243** ,155** 0.048

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.9 0.68 0.099 0 0.031 0 0.06 0 0 0.001 0.284

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Politie Pearson Correlation,579** ,264** ,344** ,124** ,485** ,232** ,246** ,567** ,207** ,922** ,625** ,503**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.006 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Slachtoffer Pearson Correlation,490** ,316** ,483** 0.07 ,479** ,230** ,279** ,602** ,137** ,546** ,966** ,495**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.121 0 0 0 0 0.002 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

Terrorisme Pearson Correlation,487** ,201** ,534** -,100* ,366** ,097* ,265** ,576** 0.053 ,469** ,553** ,997**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0.027 0 0.031 0 0 0.238 0 0 0

N 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 490

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Word counts

Text counts
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Table 1: Dates with most crime-related content, corresponding most frequent
term, and discussed topics

Date Z-Score Frequent term Topic/Event

03/14/2012 3.31 Slachtoffer Bus accident Sierre
03/16/2012 2.23 Kinderporno Virus mail ’Kinderporno’
03/29/2012 5.25 Zelfmoord Suicide ’bangalijst’ girl
05/01/2012 4.38 Coffeeshop Launch ’Wietpas’ Limburg
08/10/2012 2.28 Beroven Burglary Terborg
08/28/2012 2.62 Verkracht SGP statement about rape
08/29/2012 3.75 Gijzelaar Hostage-taking Schiphol
09/22/2012 2.66 Vernieling Vandalism in Haren
09/26/2012 2.29 Inbreker Burglary trial Diessen
11/05/2012 2.69 Pesten Suicide bullied boy Twente
11/19/2012 2.44 Delict Murder trial Marianne Vaatstra
01/04/2013 2.56 TBS Escape & robbery TBS man
01/09/2013 2.15 Wiet Murder of weed dealer
04/15/2013 3.62 Explosie Boston marathon attacks*
04/19/2013 2.87 Zelfmoord J. Steringa suicide reflection
05/19/2013 3.27 Vermoord Children corpses in Utrecht
06/11/2013 2.20 Gestolen Stolen exams Ibn Ghaldoun
08/15/2013 3.56 Geweld Public violence Egypt
08/20/2013 2.87 Hasj Banner of fans Enschede
10/09/2013 2.67 Misbruik Suspected online abuse of girls
11/07/2013 2.68 Gijzelaar Family drama Reuver
02/19/2014 2.24 Coffeeshop Consultation coffeeshop policy
02/25/2014 2.75 Gewelddadig Escape criminal duo on TV
02/26/2014 2.58 Vuurwapen Extradition criminal duo to NL
03/29/2014 2.91 Doodgeschoten Deadly raid Deurne*
07/18/2014 2.42 Achtervolg Crash MH17*
01/07/2015 4.36 Doden Attacks on Charlie Hebdo*
01/15/2015 3.05 Ongeval Anti-terror operation Belgium*
01/29/2015 2.98 Pistool Tarik Z. NOS threatening
10/10/2015 2.46 Bomaanslag Storming of shelter in Woerden
11/13/2015 2.16 Schietpartij Attacks in Paris*
11/18/2015 2.71 Wapenhandel Arms trade policy Brussels
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